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INTRODUCTION
The i f f r c t ivc secondary utilization of government-generated
technology is an accepted national objective Traditional justifications
have been the stimulation of economic growth and the improvement of
the country 's competitive position in world markets. More recently,
questions have been raised concerning the contribution of new technology
to the solution of urgent national problems Some questions are:
• How much technology is being transferred to sec-
ondary users from major research and development
agencies?
• Who is benefiting and how much from the technology
being transferred?
• What is the nature of these benefits--do they relate to
the solution of national problems such as pollution,
transportation and education?
• How can the process of transferring new technology
be improved?
In total, what are the economic, environmental and technological
effects of technology transfer from a major national R & D program,
like the space program?
The Project for the Analysis of Technology Transfer (PATT) is
concerned with these and other questions. Focusing on the NASA
Technology Utilization Program, research is directed primarily
towards fulfilling two functions: -'
(1) Evaluating the NASA Technology Utilization programs for
the purpose of determining impact of, the programs and
possible areas for improvement
(2) Developing understanding of the processes of technology
transfer through insights gained from analysis of the NASA
Technology Utilization programs.
Research to date has focused mainly on the characteristics of users of
new technology, uses made of the technology, and measurement of the
technological flow
vi INTRODUCTION
Much of lln- PATT effort involves measurement and analysis of
NASA's Tech Ilrief-Technical Support Package program. The Tech
Brief program is unique in that it represents one government agency's
effort to identify, screen, report, and transfer new technology. It
lends itself to research because users of the system can be identified,
characterized, and contacted--providing the opportunity for an in-depth
study of the technology transfer process.
Although the majority of the results discussed here come from
research conducted in 1969. the report draws upon the University of
Denver Research Institute's cumulative technology transfer research
experience going back to 1961.
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The results of 1969 PATT activities fall into three categories:
(1) findings and hypotheses of a general nature resulting from an over-
view of NASA technology utilization activities; (2) findings related to the
effectiveness of the Tech Brief-Technical Support Package (TSP)
program; (3) findings from special studies of other Technology
Utilization activities
General Findings and Hypotheses
An estimate of $3 to $4 million in annual cost savings frorri
technology transfers accomplished through TSP'a (Section II) can be
coupled with two hypotheses discussed in Section I:
• There is a tendency for many private corporations
to minimize and/or to be unaware of the techno-
logical benefits they may have received from
Federal agencies.
• The impacts of technology transfers resulting
from NASA's Tech Brief-Technical Support
Package Program are a small proportion of the
total impacts of transfers resulting from all of
NASA's activities.
Acceptance of these hypotheses and the dollar estimate cited above
lead to the conclusion that the impact of space spin-off is significant.
The present lack of aggregate measures of transfer impact precludes
a precise answer.
At an October 1969 technology transfer seminar, sponsored by
PATT, many participants voiced the opinion that the main challenge to
technology transfer In the 1970's would be the conquest of the barriers
to innovation, diffusion, and transfer to the public sector--particularly
the urban public sector. One response to this challenge should be
evolution of mediator or broker groups to relate sources of relevant
technology to potential users in the urban public sector. Emphasis
was put on the importance of human-mediated transfer processes,
since it was generally agreed that delivery of printed information by
itself does not assure utilization. Much more emphasis must be put
on understanding and intervening to build up the demand side--the user
interest side--of technology transfer transactions.
w
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Conclusions with Ruspect to the Tech Brief-TSP Program
Annual cost savings of at least $3 to $4 million are estimated to
have accrued to users of TSP's during the last two years, based on
extensive investigation. This es'timate is conservative for several
reasons including the fact that it doea not include the unknown benefits
occurring to the many recipients of Tech Briefe who did not request
TSP's or the monetary gains resulting from sales increases The
estimate compares with an approximate cost of the program of $2 million
annually, indicating that the monetary benefits-to users exceed costs
to taxpayers by a substantial margin
The concept of systematically identifying, 'Screening, packaging,
reporting, and disseminating new technology via the Tech Brief-TSP
program appears to have had an impact on other federal agencies, on
educational institutions, and on users. At least one other national .
government, Great Britain, has adapted techniques from the program.
The program has contributed to the general awareness, in a tangible
way, that new and useful by-product technology ia generated by'large
federal R 8t D programs.
The relevance and significance of individual Tech Briefs has not
been uniformly high. The screening criteria apparently are not suffi-
ciently rigorous to eliminate insignificant reporting. Nearly half of all
Tech Briefs produced.have not generated a single TSP request. The
study of Tech Brief characteristics related to TSP request frequency,
discussed in Section II, may contribute to the development of new
guidelines for screening of potential Tech Briefs.
Throughout the review of data, the Physical Science (Energy1
Sources) category of Tech Briefs consistently ranked low-in popularity,
in quality and in benefits received. The Materials category takes "top
honors" for the year.
Economically-related benefits (increased sales, time savings,
reduced costs, new or improved products, processes or techniques)
accounted for approximately 30 percent of the benefits identified
An analysis of Tech Briefs was undertaken in order to explore
certain hypotheses concerning the content, the editorial emphasis, and
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the effect of secondary publication of Tech Briefs in terms of the request'
frequency for associated Technical Support Packages Some initial
conclusions are- -
_• High request frequencies for TSP's were asso-
ciated with Tech Briefs containing technology
needing no fur ther research to effect adaptation
and with Tech Briefe denoting technological
applications that were a basic departure from
current problem solutions.
• Secondary publication of Tech Briefs, can
increase request frequency by a factor of two
to three.
• Tech Briefs announcing training manuals and
handbooks can be expected to have high request
frequencies.
Special Research Tasks
Special research tasks completed in 1969 were a user's eval-
uation of a NASA Regional Dissemination Center, an examination of the
NASA Biomedical Application Team (BATeam) program, and a study of
users of Gemini and Apollo photography.
Retrospective searches provided by the Technology Application
Center (TAG), a Regional Dissemination Center, were found to be of
substantial value to researchers during a six month experimental period
at the University of Denver Research Institute (DRI). DRI subscribed to
the services'Of TAC, and the entire process was closely-monitored and
evaluated by PATT staff members. The major advantages perceived by
participants were an increased level of confidence in a previously com-
pleted manual search, uncovering new information, savings in time
valued at $1,721 (exclusive of overhead), and faster response when corn--
pared to conventional search methods. The major negative aspects were
communication difficulties, lack of access to classified literature,
limited timeliness in the data base, and omission of key articles.
An inability to obtain the hardware necessary for solving medical
researchers' problems was viewed by most participants in the BATeam
efforts studied as a major obstacle to success of the program. Some
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users thought the NASA data base should be broadened and the time
required for a literature search shortened. Selection of the internal
consultant (a representative of the user organization who serves as the
major contact within the organization for the BATeam) is a major factor
in the success of the effort. Characteristics of an effective consultant
were identified.
Technology Application Center customers for Gemini/Apollo
photography were primarily university level academicians (nearly
50 percent of respondents) and have disciplinary backgrounds in the
earth sciences (70 percent of respondents). Past TAC promotional
efforts, primarily advertisements in Geotimea magazine, may account
for some of the homogeneity of users. Industrial users involved in the
air, natural gas, and mineral exploration industries represented the
second largest user group. The quality of photographs was rated high,
but a sizeable portion of those responding thought that the quality and
quantity of supporting information accompanying the photographs needed
improvement.
SECTION 1. PERSPECTIVES ON THE TUD TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER PROGRAM
, The technology transfer activities within the Technology Utili-
zation Division (TUD) of NASA ar<- directed towards development,
application, and evaluation of methods of disseminating technology
developed by NASA aeronautical and space activities. Special programs,
such as the Tech Brief-Technical Support Package program, constitute
one category of the transfer channels for NASA technology. Evaluation
of these special programs is a major part of the PATT effort.
Before proceeding to the specific results of our 1969 research
projects on TUD activities, this section will relate TUD programs to a
generalized view of technology transfer. First, hypotheses are offered
concerning the impacts of secondary applications of aerospace technology
and the relationship of TUD programs to these impacts. Second, a
general consensus on the nature and needs of technology transfer in the
1970's developed by participants in the Snowmass-at-Aspen Technology
Transfer Seminar is summarized.
Impacts of Secondary Applications of Aerospace Technology-Some
Hypotheses
The value of aerospace spin-offs (i. e., secondary applications
of technology developed for aerospace programs) has been a controver-
sial subject. Some have claimed that the value of spin-offs from the
nations's space program will exceed the total cost of the program by
many times. Others have branded such claims as irresponsible, saying
that space spin-offs have, and will have, only negligible secondary
impacts.
Many measurement problems exist in estimating spin-off impact.
No satisfactory method has been developed to provide a simple, aggre-
gate measure ol such technology transfer. Therefore, a factual basis
does not exist to completely resolve the controversy over the magnitude
of spin-off impact.
Several hypotheses, however, are offered about the impacts of
secondary applications of aerospace technology. Where evidence has
been obtained to support these hypotheses, it is fragmentary. More
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often, the hypotheses are based on inductive reasoning and intuition.
The first hypothesis:
(1) There is a tendency, largely unconscious, for many private
corporations to minimize the technological benefits they may
have received from Federal agencies
There are several reasons to support this hypothesis- operation
of the n. i. h. ("not invented here") factor: reluctance to admit that
government has helped a "free" enterprise, genuine inability to recall
pertinent sources of a given bit of technological information; and the
difficulty of attributing credit to individual sources for the myriad '
contributions generally embodied in a "technological advance "
(2) The impacts of technology transfers resulting from NASA's
Tech Brief-TSP program are a small proportion of the
total impacts of all transfers resulting from NASA's
activities.
NASA generated or augmented technology flows to secondary
users through a variety of channels: special NASA information channels;
journal articles, trade publication articles, speeches; conferences and
seminars; research re'ports; personal contact; people transfers;
abstracts; state-of-the-art reviews; supplier catalogs, supplier per-
sonnel; purchase of items embodying the technology; an'd others. The
Tech Brief-TSP program represents but one NASA information channel
We have obtained sufficient informed opinions and fragmentary evidence
to suggest strongly that most technology transfers from space programs
are taking place through channels other than the Tech Brief-TSP
program.
(3) The amount of space spin-off which has occurred is
significant.
It is logical to conclude that many, probably most, spin-offs go
unreported because most people do not think in spin-off terms. There
is no incentive to do so. Further, there is no all-encompassing report-
ing mechanism. When this conclusion is brought together with (1) an
estimate of $3 to $4 million in annual cost savings from technology
transfers accomplished through TSP's (Section n). (Z) the hypothesis
that most transfers are occurr ing through channels other than the
TB/TSP program, and (1) the hypothesis about minimizing
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technological benefits rec-uivcd from a federal agency, it can be imlucrd
that the impact of space sp in-of f is significant. The present lack of
aggregate measures of t ransfer impact precludes a precise answer
Examination of the relative flows of technology through the various
channels of the diffusion process and possibly subsequent impact
estimates may provide the basis for a more satisfactory evaluation
A fourth hypothesis is offered-
. (4) The most attractive opportunities at this time for NASA to
enhance technology transfer lie not in creating additional
special programs but in attempting to improve the present
technology flow through established or conventional channels.
It is reasonable to assume that the total cost of all activities
associated with dissemination of space technology to secondary users
exceeds by many times the TUD budget. Therefore, small improve-
ments in non-TUD transfer activities may be relatively more significant
than substantial additions to TUD activities.
Snowmass-at-Aspen Technology Transfer Seminar
A conference, The Environment and the Action in Technology
Transfer--1970 to 1980, was held at Snowmass-at-Aspen September 26-,
28, 1969.* Thirty-two participants came from government agencies
which both use and generate technology, from industrial firms which
use and generate technology, from firms which publish and sell tech-
nological information, and from the technology transfer research com-
munity. 'The substantially different perspectives of the participants
provided a rewarding interchange
An introductory paper reviewed knowledge of the technology
transfer process. Several sessions were structured around the interests
and needs of technology sources, communicators, users and researchers.
Attention was focused on what the conferees agreed was the most
significant target.for technological transfusion--the urban scene
* A report on The Environment and the Action in Technology Transfer--
1970 to 1980 is now in press and will be available in early 1970.
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On the final day of the conference, conclusions generally
representative of the conferees' views were developed:
(1) Further development of technology transfer systems should
focus more on people than on hardware. Some of the present media of
technology transfer were persistently, sometimes sharply, criticized
at the conference. Printed information was said to be less effective
than transfer of people with the required knowledge, face-to-face com-
munication, "show and tell" demonstrations and similar techniques.
Significantly, the largest government technology transfer program (at
NASA) plans to make more use of these additional techniques, partic-
ularly with user groups outside of industry and on public sector
problems. It was tacitly agreed that delivery of printed information to
potential users does not by itself assure technology utilization.
(2) Refining, packaging, and selling of technology should receive
more attention. The existing superabundance of information on new
technology is of uneven quality, "a mixture of junk and pearls. " To
find the pearls takes more refinement, winnowing and adaptation by
potential users than generally has been admitted by many in the tech-
nology transfer programs. To enhance the programmed flow of useful
technology, existing innovations must be better selected and targeted
to specific kinds of users, and be packaged in ways which really meet
their needs. Even then, new broker groups maybe needed between the
sources of relevant technology and potential users such as local
government and other public sector organizations.
(3) Past attention to technology transfer has focused on supply
side; future attention should focus on demand side and on differences
among user groups. Much more emphasis should be given to under-
standing and improving the "demand" side of the supply-demand equation
of technology transfer. Within organizations, we know too little about
what blocks or helps the flow of useful technology. For all potential
users, but particularly in the public sector, ways must be developed to
understand and then strengthen forces which will motivate the user to
discover and adopt appropriate technologies, improving the environment
for technology transfer.
(4) Motivations for technology transfer need to be enhanced,
particularly in the public sector. Profit, and related motivations,
dominate the private sector and in most industries foster transfer and
innovation. Public sector motivations were identified as political
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achievement and public service, neither of which are traditionally
linked to using new technology.
(5) The value of selecti-il technologies for solving societal
problems should be endorsed by high level leadership. The word
"selected" was defined to mean that criteria reflecting the public interest
need to be developed, to make butter judgements about what kinds of
technology ought to be transferred, and to whom. These criteria should
take into account not only economic but also social values, and benefits
as well as costs. Creating an informed and aroused public opinion,
"mass enlightenment," for wise application of technology to public
sector needs, will depend upon high-level national support and active
advocacy. Specifically, the Office of Science and Technology, the
Congress, and national leaders should direct attention to the role of
technology in helping to meet current crises in environmental pollution,
urban management, health, education, housing, public safety,
transportation and similar areas.
(6) The environment for technology transfer should be created
or modified through education and reward mechanisms. Though much
can still be done to improve the technology transfer process in the
private sector, the challenge for the 1970's will be to conquer the bar-
riers to diffusion, transfer and innovation in the public sector. Public
sector organizations and "interfacing" groups--local governments,
educational systems, suppliers of equipment and services, the building
industry, health services--will have to be changed if the use of appro-
priate technologies is to begin or be Increased to meet needs which have
already reached crisis proportions. These changes do not necessarily
require new institutions, but they will depend on a public which is
educated to see the opportunities (as well as the threats) that technology
offers for better public services. This can make enhanced technology
transfer politically attractive.
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! • SECTION n. RESEARCH ON THE TECH BRIEF-TECHNICAl.
SUPPORT PACKAGE PROGRAM
I One of the major efforts in PATT is the monitoring and evaln- '
ation of the Tech Brief-TSP program. The purpose of this activity ia
to gather and evaluate data on the operation and effectiveness of the
program. The results are useful in management of'the program, and
in developing understanding of the tcchnologytransfer process. 'Major
j areas of the activity are:
! (1) Operation of the technology transfer data bank as part of
| the effort to monitor, describe and analyze the use'being
made of TSP'a and to provide a data base for other technol-
I ogy transfer studies.
(2) Development of case studies of technology transfer in which
I the Tech Brief-TSP program has a role, by telephone and
I personal interviews.
j (3) Special studies to assist in evaluation of the effectiveness
"of the program. This year the major special studies were .
a content analysis of'interview results and an in-depth
study of TSP requests to test hypotheses concerning
observed TSP request frequencies.
This section contains an overall evaluation of the Tech Brief-
TSP program, as well as summaries of research activities in the areas
listed above.
An Evaluation of the Tech Brief-TSP Program
The Tech Brief-TSP program was instituted in 1963 to encour-
age and expedite the transfer of NASA-generated technology to new
applications. Since the inception of the program approximately 3. 300
Tech Briefs and 3. 000 TSP's have been written, more than 10 million
single copies of Tech Briefs have been distributed, and more than
33,000 requests for TSP's received. The program has been one of che
first and most significant efforts to actively transfer technology.
/
A substantial portion .of the PATT research effort has involved
collection of data relevant to the 33, 000 TSP requests. The evaluation
made here, however, of the Tech Brief-TSP program goes tieyond the
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acope of the data collected by PATT. It incorporate a the results of
interviews conducted as parts of other NASA-sponsored studies of
technology transfer. Evaluation can be made with respect to two types
of program effect:
(1) The aggregate impact on TSP requesters of Tech Briefa
and TSP'a.
(2) The general significance of the Tech Brief-TSP program,
within the broad context of all aerospace technology trans-
fer activities.
User Impacts. Annual coat savings of at least $3 to $4 million
are estimated to have accrued to users of TSP'a during the last two
years. This estimate ia conservative because, among other reasons,
it does not include the unknown benefits occurring to'the many recipi-
ents of Tech Briefs who did not request TSP's or the monetary gains
resulting from sales increases. The estimate compares with an approx-
imate cost of the program of $2 million annually, indicating that the
monetary benefits to users exceed coats to taxpayers by a substantial
margin.
A monthly average of more than 1, 000 individuals during the
last two years have written to either a NASA center or to the Clearing-
house for Federal Scientific and Technical Information for additional
technical material (the TSP) beyond that contained in the Tech Brief.
Three out of five TSP requesters reported they use the material to
maintain current awareneaa of new technology, and for possible future
use. Almost two-thirds of the requesters are employed by manufactur-
ing firms, and significant portions of the remainder are in education,
government, and services industries. Approximately half of all
requesters work for small business (fewer than 500 employees).
Because NASA-generated technology has been reported and
documented In a concise and understandable form in Tech Briefs and
TSP's, it has been possible ior the Small Business Administration to
develop a special program, using Tech Briefs, to assist small firms in
acquiring new technology. The impact of the SBA program is reflected
(a) in the increasing proportion of TSP requests coming as a result of
SBA efforts (21 percent of total requests In 1969 versus one percent in
1968). and (b) in actual transfers of technology identified in PATT
research.
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The relevance and significance of individual Tech Briefs lino
not been uniformly high. The arreenlng criteria apparently are not
sufficiently rigorous to eliminate Insignificant reporting. Nearly half
of all Tech Briefs produced have not generated a single TSP ruqucBt.
The study of Tech Brief characteristics related to TSP request fre-
quency, discussed later in this section, may contribute to the develop-
ment of new guidelines for screening potential Tech Briefs.
The abrupt decline in requests during the first three quarters
of 1969 while TSP's were sold for $3 each by the Clearinghouse (like
other outputs of federally sponsored research and development) suggests
that they may have been of limited interest to many who would request
them while they were free and easier to obtain. The decline further
points to the need for improved screening criteria.
No aggregate approach to assessing impact can convey properly
the effects of technology transfer represented by a number of individual
instances of transfer. Appendix A presents summaries of cases repre-
senting some of the most significant recent instances of transfer result-
ing from the Tech Brlef-TSP program. A review of these indicates the
difficulties of capturing and measuring their aggregate transfer impact.
General Significance. The availability of NASA-generated tech-
nology receives widespread publicity because of Tech Brief distribution.
The approximately 600 Tech Briefs presently produced each year are
distributed by selective mailing to a list containing over 6, 000 names.
In addition, 40 percent of all Tech Briefs receive some mention in the
trade press or other nongovernment publications. The result of these
efforts is a constant reminder to thousands of scientists, engineers,
technicians and managers that tangible new technology Is being developed
in the space program and is available for transfer to other potential
users.
The concept of systematically identifying, screening, packaging,
reporting, and disseminating new technology via the Tech Brief-TSP
program appears to have had an impact on other federal agencies, on
educational institutions, and on users. At leaat one other national
government, Great Britain, has adapted techniques from the program.
It has contributed to the general awareness, in a tangible way, that new
and useful by-product technology is generated by large federal R Sc D
results. By the dissemination of many technological items that other-
wise undoubtedly would not have been reported, the time gap between
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discovery and application frequently is shortened. Because of exten-
sive trade press and nongovernment publicity, the TSP program has
helped to transfer knowledge across disciplinary, regional,' and indus-
try lines. Experience gained in monitoring this experimental mecha-
nism is expected to contribute to the development of improved means
of technology transfer. . •
Although the program has had significant impacts and contrib-
utes to the achievement of TU Program objectives, there are some
areas of concern: ,
(1) Over half of the users of the Tech Brief program rateTSP's
goo'd to excellent in terms of usefulness. Among nonusers
who are acquainted with the program, however, the program
is generally not held in high regard.
(2) The time lag between developing technology and reporting
it through Tech Briefs is lengthy. If the technology is
significant, other and-more timely reporting mechanisms
are likely to be used.
Summary. This evaluation indicates that-the Tech.Brief-TSP
program has had direct transfer benefits in excess of program cost,
and it haa significantly contributed to a general awareness that space
technology transfer potential exists.
The program is one of the first systematic attempts by a federal
agency to transfer technology and has served both as a model for and a
stimulus to other efforts of technology transfer
Weaknesses of the program center on the problems of being
more selective in identifying information for publication, while, at'the
same time, simplifying and speeding the process of publication.
A Survey of Users of Technical Support Packages
Information contained in the technology transfer data bank oper-
ated as part of PATT consists of data on TSP request letters and
responses to questionnaires which are sent to 50 percent of the TSP
requesters. The data bank was established in 1967. It now contains
information on more than 33, 000 requests for TSP's and the more than
9. 000 questionnaires which have been returned to us by TSP users.
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During 1969, 8, 800 TSP requests and 2, 600 completed questionnaires
were added to the data bank.
\
The data bank effort is structured to address these questions:
,• Who are the users of TSP's ?
• What application do they make of the TSP's ?
• What benefits do they receive from use of the TSP's ?
• How do'the users evaluate the TSP's?
• What user characteristics and what TSP characteristics
affect the answers to the previous questions ?
In September, 1969 a new, more detailed questionnaire was
introduced to better address these questions. (Tlie new questionnaire
is reproduced in Appendix B). From a total sample of 947 returned
questionnaires, some initial analysis has been performed and the
results reported in greater detail in the PATT Eighth Quarterly Report.
A summary of the results is presented here.
Who are the users of Technical Support Packages ?
• Almost two-thirds of the respondents work for manufactur-
ing organizations. One-seventh of the respondents work in
service type organisations (education, consulting, medical
services, research). Less than one-tenth of the respondents
work for government or are self-employed.
• The vast majority (73 percent) of the respondents are engi-
neers or managers. Less than 10 percent consider them-
selves scientists.
What applications were made of the TSP's ?
• One out of four of the respondents used the TSP's to solve
a specific problem. Omitting respondents working in basic
research, the proportion using TSP's for problem solving
increases to one out of three.
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• Almost two-thirds of the respondents used the TSP's for
current awareness needs.
• The level of application was closely divided among basic
research, applied research, field test or prototype appli-
cation and operational use, with a slight tendency towards
application at the basic and applied research levels.
What benefits did they receive and what factors can be identified
as being related to benefits received?
• The most frequently stated benefit was current awareness
(65 percent of respondents).
• Economically-related benefits (increased sales, time
savings, reduced costs, new or improved products, pro-
cesses or techniques) accounted for approximately 30 per-
cent of the benefits identified.
• One out of eight respondents stated they received no bene-
fits from the TSP.
• Respondents from smaller firms (less than 500 employees)
were twice as likely to state "no benefits" than respondents
from larger firms.
• Respondents ordering TSP's in the Materials (Chemistry)
category were least likely to state "no benefits" (6. Spercent).
Those ordering TSP's in the Physical Sciences category
were most likely to state "no benefits" (21. 2 percent).
Other categories of TSP's were close to the average
12. 5 percent "no benefit" response. (The high rating in
terms of benefits for Materials and low rating for Physical
Sciences categories appears consistently in other measures
and is discussed later in this section).
How do users rate the quality of the TSP's and what factors can
be related to the Quality rating?*
• Evaluation of the TSP was strongly related to whether the
user could identify benefits from its use. Only 25 percent
* A measure of TSP quality was obtained by averaging the respondents'
evaluations with respect to the 10 pairs of adjectives in Question 10 of
the questionnaire (Appendix B). A scale ranging from 1 (most negative
evaluation) to 5 (most positive evaluation) was used. The median rank-
ing fell between 3. 7 and 3. 8.
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of the respondents citing "no benefits" rated the TSP above-
the median ranking. If the benefits were economically
related, the evaluations were quite high (e.g., those citing
cost savings rated TSP's higher than the overall median
84 percent of the time). Those who used TSP's for current
awareness ranked them above the median only 48 percent
of the time.
• The Life Sciences and Materials (Chemistry) categories of
TSP's received higher than the overall median ranking
(61 percent and 54 percent respectively of the respondents
using TSP's in these categories ranked the TSP's above
the overall median).
• Physical Sciences and Computer Programs categories
received rankings well below the median (36 percent and
33 percent respectively of respondents using TSP's in theae
categories ranked them above the overall median).
• Relatively low rankings came from respondents who learned
of the TSP through personal contacts. (Librarians were the
least effective source, with only 35 percent of the respon-
dents learning of TSP's through-them ranking the TSP above
the overall median).
• Most respondents (71 percent) learned of the TSP's through
publications--almost one-half of these said NASA Tech
Briefs were used. Those respondents learning of the TSP
through publications ranked the TSP's about average. Inde-
pendent of the type of publication.
Throughout the review of data, the Physical Science (Energy
Sources) category of Tech Briefs consistently ranked low-in popular-
ity, in quality and in benefits received. In 1969, the number of Tech
Briefs in this category was almost twenty percent of the total published:
and, therefore, the category forma a significant portion of the Tech
Brief-TSP program.
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Rankings arc listed below for benefits, quality and popularity.-
Benefits
1. 'Materials, (Chemistry)
2. Computer1 Programs
3. Life Sciences
4. Electrical (Electronics)
5. Mechanical
6. Physical Sciences (Energy Sources)
Quality
1. Life Sciences
2. Materials (Chemistry)
3. Mechanical
4. Electrical (Electronics)
5. Physical Sciences, (Energy Sources)
6. Computer Programs
Popularity
1. Materials (Chemistry)
2. Computer Programs
3. Life Sciences
4. Mechanical
5. Electrical (Electronics)
6. Physical Sciences (Energy Sources)
Percent of Respondents
Receiving Some Benefit
from TSP
93/5
88.9
86.7
84.5
84.2 '
78.8
Percent of Respondents
Ranking TSP1 s Above the
Median Rating
60.6
54.3
47. 1
41.4
36.'4
33.;3'
Average Number of .TSP
Requests (1969) per
Tech Brief '
14.5
11.6
10: 0 '
6.6
6.3
4.8
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The .Life Sciences cati-fC'ry, which has a scientifically or iented
audience similar to Physical Sciences, fares much better than the
Physical Sciences category in all three areas of evaluation. The Mali--
rials category appears to take "tnp honors'^or the year.
In the Physical Sciences category, many Tech Briefs are pro-
duced, relatively few TSP's are requested, and users are not very
appreciative of the TSP content There should be further analysis of
the data in hand and possibly a special study directed towards this probr
lem in the coming year.
Content Analysis of Interview Results
PATT staff members conduct telephone and personal interviews
with scientists and engineers who indicate on a returned questionnaire
that the Technical Support Package received from a NASA center was
of significant value to them. The total number of .personal contacts
made with technology users since the inception of the project exceeds 550.
As the interviewing procedure has evolved, more effort has been
focused on possible economic impacts (increased sales or costs savings)
resulting from the application of technology. Current interviews are
also focusing more on placing NASA technology in the perspective of
technology from other sources used in developing a product or solving
a problem. It is anticipated that over the next'year proportionately
more effort will go into contacting possible users of NASA-generated
technology reported in ways other than through the Tech Brief program.
This is part of an effort to broaden the available information base on
all kinds of transfers regardless of the communication channel used.
Once each year all of the interview results are reviewed, con-
solidated, and further summarized. In other words, where there have
been a number of interviews relating to a specific bit of technology,
the individual interview-results are aggregated to give a more complete
picture of applications made of specific-technology. Twenty recently
completed summaries of this type are included in Appendix A.
As the number of specific examples of technology transfer have
accumulated, the obvious question is, "What does it all add up to?. "
To respond to this question, the 350 published interview results as of
June 30, 1969 were analyzed
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The results of the content analysis are limited by two important
and opposing factors. First, the 350 cases examined were not selected
randomly from the total number of cases contained in the PATT data
bank. At the time that the content analysis began, the data bank con-
tained 26, 740 potential cases of technology transfer. Practically all
of those dealt with people acquiring technology through the Tech Brief
program. By the same date, 13, 511 questionnaires had been mailed
to requesters of NASA-generated technology. It was from 7, 782
returned questionnaires that most of the 350 cases were drawn. Only
those returned questionnaires which showed the greatest likelihood of
involving technology transfers were selected for interview. This
method of sample selection limited the content analysis to cases of
probable technology transfer.
Another factor limiting the scope of the content analysis is that
respondents sometimes were either unable or unwilling to disclose
technical and economic information related to their use of NASA-
generated technologies. The tendency to treat such data as proprietary
appeared to be strongest in cases involving the development of products
within highly competitive markets. This limitation counteracts the
first limitation to some extent: although cases involving probable trans-
fer were selected, some interviewees could not or would'not disclose
the desired information.
Technological results. Of the 350 persons contacted, 258
reported actual or potential applications of the NASA-generated tech-
nology. The types of technical results reported were:
Applications
Actual Potential
New product or material
New process
New appliration for
existing product or
process
Product improvement
Miscellam-ouH (e.g.,
teaching Qi-1 developed)
TOTALS
45
26
34
" 16
40
161
41
23
13
20
_0
97
Percent of Total
Actual or Potential
Applications
33.3%
19.0
18.2
14.0
15.5
100.0%
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Using the subject area categories developed for classifying
Tech Briefs, it was found that 75 prrcent of the 258 cases involved
electrical and materials technologies. \
Economic results. The effort to identify economic results
reported in the 350 case studies focused on three areas: monetary
savings, time savings, and sales increases. The following table
shows that actual economic results were specified in 141 cases, while
potential economic results were reported in 105 cases:
Status of
Economic Results
Have occurred
May occur
TOTALS
Altogether, 32 respondents reported cost reductions (i.e., mon-
etary and time savings) totaling $645, 260 associated with their uses of
TSP's.* These cost reduction estimates obviously represent a fraction
of all economic results since only sample data were collected. What,
then, were the total cost reductions associated with the use of TSP's
during the mid-1966 through 1968 period?
To develop a more complete picture of cost reductions, the
results obtained in the content analysis may be extrapolated to pre-
1969 TSP requesters if the following assumptions are made:
(1) It is assumed that those who did not make specific cost
reduction estimates, but who reported savings, experienced
the same savings (on the average) as those who did make
specific estimates.
Number of Interviewees
Reporting Economic Results
Monetary
Savings
74
34
108
Time
Savings
44
24
68
Sales
Increases
23
47
70
Totals
141
105
246
* The savings estimates contain a mixture of onetime occurrences and
annual cost reductions. For the purpose of this analysis, however,
the savings estimates are all treated as onetime occurrences. In
future reports, an effort will be made to separate the two types of
savings estimates.
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(Z) It is assumed, based on second contacts with 40 persons
reporting .potential applications, that cases reporting poten-
tial cost reductions can be converted to cases of actual
cost reductions at a 4-to-l ratio.
(3) It is assumed that requesters receiving questionnaires did
not di f fer markedly from those not.receiving or not return-
ing-questionnaires * v
With these assumptions, cost savings associated with the Tech '.
Brief-TSP program during the period analyzed (mid-1966 to Decem-
ber 31, 1968) are estimated to be $8.4 million. On an annual basis,
these savings approximate $3 to $4 million'per year. These estimates
compare with an approximate cost of the Tech Brief-TSP program of
$2 million annually, indicating that user benefits exceed costs to tax-
payers by a substantial margin;
Although the selection criteria are designed to pinpoint those
questionnaire respondents indicating the highest potential for success-'
ful transfer, it is obvious that other respondents made use of the'TSP
materials. The magnitude of applications among this group is unknown,
and no basis exists for making a reasonable estimate. Therefore, the
cost reduction impact of this group can,only be viewed as,a plus factor
with no dollar amounts or multipliers assigned.
The estimate of cost reductions'presented above does notinclude'
any allowance for the monetary value'of TSP's used for current aware-
ness purposes.' It is estimated that 60 percent of all pre-1969 TSP
requesters (24, 529 as of December 31, 1968) used TSP's to stay in
touch with developments in technical areas of interest. Monetary gains
resulting from sales increases also were not considered.
* PATT made a comparative analysis of questionnaire respondents and
nonrespondents in 1968 (see PATT Quarterly Evaluation Report #3.
Section III). At that time, no important demographic differences
were found between respondents and nonrespondents. No systematic
attempt was made, however, to determine the specific uses non-
respondents made of TSP's A study will be undertaken by PATT to
determine whether respondents and nonrespondents differ substan-
tially in terms of TSP applications. Available evidence does not
indicate the existence of any important TSP application'differences
between the two groups.
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Finally, it should be noted that no effor t was made to deterniini;
user benefits accruing to the thoiu.mds of Tech Brief recipients who
did not request TSP's. "
Other findings. The conti:nt analysis revealed that interviewees
tended to use two major sources to learn about the availability of the
NASA TSP's they were using. NASA Tech Briefs were mentioned most
frequently (44 percent of the cases) as the primary source Profes-
sional and trade publications were next most frequently cited.
The content analysis of interviews with secondary users of
NASA-generated technology is continuing. Efforts are being made to..
broaden the sample base and to refine the analytical techniques. Ini-
tial results of the analysis suggest that the uses of NASA-generated
technology are considerably more varied than would be expected on the
basis of earlier studies. Additional findings in the continuing content
analysis will be presented in subsequent PATT quarterly reports.
Tech Brief Characteristics Related to TSP Request Frequency
This study was undertaken in order to explore certain hypotheses
concerning the content, the editorial emphasis, and the effect of secon-
dary publication for Tech Briefs in terms of the request frequency for
associated Technical Support Packages.
The hypotheses proposed that high request frequency for TSP's
should be correlated with Tech Briefs which:
(1) emphasized cost benefits-
(2) reflected unique technical characteristics (unique in the
context of this study implying a basic departure from con-
temporary problem solution)
. (3) evidenced an advanced state of technology or mature
concepts
(1) received secondary publication in professional and trade
journals
(5) announced training manuals or handbooks
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A sample of Tech Briefs was drawn in a sequential manner so
that one-fifth of the total Tech Briefs issued prior to March 1969 were
assembled. General sample characteristics, including the respective
distributions for subject category, originating centers, and TSP
request frequencies, were compared with the corresponding distribu-
tions from the total Tech Brief file; an essential one-to-one correspon-
dence was obtained.
There were 5Z5 Tech Briefs in the sample. Within this sample,
79 Tech Briefs were ignored because there was no associated TSP
announcement (53) or the Tech Brief was originated by COSMIC and no
request frequency data were available (26).
High request frequency was arbitrarily defined as 21 or more
requests, representing 12. 6 percent of the sample.
• Only five percent (22) of the Tech Briefs mentioned eco-
nomic benefits or cost considerations in any way: only
two of these Tech Briefs generated 21 or more requests.
In this sample high request frequency did not result from
citation of economic or cost benefits. However, in Tech
Briefs mentioning economic or cost considerations such
considerations, in general, were not emphasized. Due to
the lack of such emphasis, and the small size of this sam-
ple, no conclusions can be drawn.
• 12. 6 percent of the Tech Briefs reflected unique technical
considerations. Of these Tech Briefs 26.8 percent had 21
or more requests. It appears that this is a positive deter-
minant of high request frequency.
' Tech Briefs were divided into three classes of technological
maturity or development: (1) experimental (concept feasi-
bility demonstrated); (2) tested and evaluated (performance
characteristics presented but further research needed); or
(3) refined (further research not required for adaptation).
In the total sample, 28. 8 percent of the Tech Briefs were
classified as experimental. Only five percent of the exper-
imental Tech Briefs had high TSP request frequencies. Of
the 165 refined Tech Briefs, 62. 5 percent had high TSP
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request frequencies. The more mature the technology
reported in a Tech Brief, therefore, the more likely the
TSP will have a high reipiest frequency.
• Tech Brief titles were examined to determine whether or
not reference was made to the availability of a handbook or
manual. Only five of the 444 Tech Briefs mentioned these
words. Four of the five, however, had frequently requested
TSP's. While this initial finding appears quite significant,
a total review of the Tech Brief file is required since so
few cases occurred in the samplfe.
• Announcing the availability of TSP's in professional or
trade publications appears to be associated strongly with
high TSP request frequency. User questionnaire responses,
and records from NASA field centers provided relevant
data. Forty percent of the questionnaire respondents indi-
cated first learning about particular TSP's through secon-
dary publications. Field center data showed that Tech
Briefs having secondary publication had twice the probabil-
ity of having frequently requested TSP's compared to Tech
Briefs not so publicized.
TSP Request Frequency As A Success Measure. The analysis
of Tech Briefs was designed to isolate factors that frequently requested
TSP's hold in common. During the research, several reservations
emerged concerning the use of TSP request frequency as a measure of
program impact. The reservations do not imply that request frequency
should be dismissed as a success indicator, but only that the reported
technology should be examined along with request frequency in order to
present a more meaningful picture of Tech Brief-TSP program
effectiveness.
• Request frequency and economic significance can be nega-
tively correlated. Certain Tech Briefs describing tech-
nology of trivial economic significance generate a large
number of requests; other Tech Briefs, announcing funda-
mental and significant technical developments, generate
few requests.
• Certain technical developments require an intermediate
stage (such as development or manufacture) before being
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available for wide application. The necessity of an inter-
mediate Stage limits the number at TSP requests to those
organizations capable of performing the initial transformation.
• Some Tech Briefs are used to announce certain technical •
innovations that inherently are of interest to a narrow audi-
ence. The breadth of this audience is limited by the sophis-
tication of the technology described. The number of TSP
.requests for this class of technology necessarily will be low.
• Tech Briefs describing design innovation, in areas of sub-"
stantial commercial activity (e.g., apparatus such as flow
meters, valves and sealing materials) will not generate
large numbers of TSP requests. Products rather than con-
1
 cepts are needed by the general audience for such technology.
Wide interest in certain specific developments can only
exist in terms of product availability and not in undertaking
secondary development programs.
Alternatives For Increasing Program Effectiveness. A number
of alternatives for possibly improving various aspects of the program
were generated in this study
• To reduce the cost of program operations, while maintain- '
ing the same impact level, certain types of technology can
be more closely screened or. eliminated. Specifically,
greater selectivity could be used in the area of the physical
sciences, and research or measurement techniques.
• To increase program impacts from the existing technical
base, reissuance of Tech Briefs using new groupings and
new distribution criteria should be considered. This effort
could be complemented by reporting successful transfer
examples in the revised Tech Briefs.
• To broaden the Tech Brief program, TSP's could be orga-
nized and modified so as to provide source books for dif-1
ferent technical fields (e.g., vacuum gauge technology,
shop practice, circuit design, management tools).
TSP request f requenry ohould be explored. One appn>.i< li
might be (1) to corrclaic patent license agreements with
•TSP request frequern y, (2) to classify the respective tech-
nology in terms of its d'mnificance, and (3) to determine
-how licensees use thu technology. ^Such an analysis should
be limited to Tech Br infs requiring two-stage transforma-
tions since simpler technologies can be adopted more
easily.'
To better gauge program impacts, the discrepancy between
the economic significance of a technical development and1
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SECTION in. SPECIAL RESEARCH TASKS
During 1969i three reports were issued summarizing the results
of special research tasks. Development and maintenance of technology
transfer example files and a technology transfer library, preparation of
a partially annotated bibliography on technology transfer and
presentation of several papers on technology transfer were among other
PATT activities.
A User's Evaluation of a NASA Regional Dissemination Center*
One of the specific tasks completed in 1969 was an experiment
involving the University of Denver Research Institute (DRI) and the
University of New Mexico's Technology Application Center (TAG). TAC
is one of six Regional Dissemination Centers. DRI subscribed to the
services of TAC over a six month period and the entire process was
closely monitored and evaluated by PATT staff members.
Within DRI, professional staff members in six divisions (Chem-
istry, Electronics, Industrial Economics, Mechanics, Metallurgy, and
Physics) received 15 retrospective searches. Three additional staff
members received TAC's selective dissemination service The purposes
of the retrospective searches ranged from pre-proposal review of
literature to proposal preparation, identification of knowledgeable
individuals in a field, check on a dissertation bibliography, and
maintenance of awareness in a scientific field.
The major advantages perceived by participants in the experi-
ment were:
• Increased confidence level of a previously conducted
manual search
• Uncovered new information
• Saved time valued at an estimated $1, 721 in direct
costs (vs. a cost of $1, 875 for the searches)
* M. Terry Sovel and Dean C. Coddington, A User's Evaluation of a
NASA Regional Dissemination Center, Denver: University of Denver
Research Institute. May, 1969
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• Identif ied a void in past research and thus
uncovered a potential research opportunity
• Speed of response
The major negative aspects of TAC's retrospective search
services were communication difficulties between DRI staff members
and TAC personnel, lack of access to classified literature, lack of
timeliness in the data base, loss of a learning experience typically
associated with a manual search; and the omission of key articles.
The major conclusions, after monitoring the experiment and
analyzing the evaluation of individual participants, were:
• The NASA data base alone is not completely
sufficient for the purposes of most DRI needs
Therefore the augmentation service use of
supplemental data bases offered by TAC is a
valuable part of the total service.
• The services of TAC are no panacea for • i
individual researchers. A TAC retrospective
search usually increases the confidence level
of a researcher in his own efforts, but in no
case was it completely sufficient in itself. '
• The usefulness of a TAC retrospective search
is related to the researcher's level of sophis-
tication in a particular field. If a researcher
is moving into a new but related field of endeavor,
the search is more likely to be viewed as valu-
able than a search made in the researcher's
principal field.
• The possible loss of a learning experience because
of not manually searching the literature may be
of f se t by the experience gained in dealing with a
computerized information storage and retrieval
systi m, and by the necessity for more discipline
in ca re fu l ly defining search strategy and
objei-i ives
II
II
II
• The lack of access In classif ied information,
although mentioned Uy some participants, does
not appear to be a serious limitation Individ-
uals engaged in classif ied research projects
usually have other resources at their disposal
• An'internal champion in the user institution
appears to be an essential element for achiev-
_ ing customer utilization and satisfaction. The
service does not sell itself.
It was recommended to DRI management that it subscribe to
the services of the Technology Application Center. The recommen-
dation was accepted. It was recommended to TAC, in dealing with a
customer like DRI that: (1) TAC be careful not to build customer
expectations above a reasonable level; (2) TAC continue to augment
searches and to do a better job of explaining how the augmentation is
accomplished; and (3) TAC establish communications on a more formal
basis with selected participants to avoid any misunderstanding over the
purpose of a specific search
An Examination of the NASA Biomedical Application Team Program*
The NASA Biomedical Application Team Program has three
principal objectives: "(1) To identify problems and needs existing in the
medical field which appear to be 'solvable' by the application of aero-
space science and technology, (2) to identify the specific technologies or
concepts which may lead to solutions of these problems; and (3) to
document these transfers of science and technology so as to achieve
maximum utilization of the results of the program. "**
* Carl von E Bickert and James E. Freeman, An Examination of the
NASA Biomedical Application Team Program. Denver:' University
of Denver Research Institute, May 1969.
** George Washington University, Compendium of the Biomedical
Application Team Program of the National Aeronautics and Space
Adminstration (Biological Sciences Communication Project.
Washington, D C , The George Washington University, no date),
pp. 2-3
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The principal objective of the BATeam research task was to
analyze the current status of the NASA-sponsored BATeam program.
More specifically, the research project was designed to identify current
problems and issues in the BATeam programs, and to develop sug-
gestions for improving methods of documenting and interpreting cases
of technology transfer.
To achieve these objectives, three specific tasks were carried
out. First, unstructured personal interviews were held with a number
of people involved in the BATeam program. Persons interviewed
included members of each BATeam, internal consultants and investi-
gators in five participating medical institutions, coordinators of the
BATeam program at George Washington University in Washington,
D. C. , and NASA headquarters TU personnel responsible for BATeam
operations.
Second, various persons involved in BATeam operations were
asked to rank a series of transfer criteria identified during the
unstructured interviews.
The final step in the research project was the completion of a
self-administered questionnaire by each BATeam, designed to develop
information on the relationships between BATeams and user institutions.
The major results of the study are:
• An inability to obtain the hardware necessary for
solving medical researchers' problems was viewed
by most participants as a major obstacle to the
success of the BATeam Program. Reported
attempts by users to secure equipment usually
encountered patent and financial obstacles.
• Some users stated that the BATeam searches are
limited to what in their view is the relatively narrow
NASA data base and should be broadened. It was
also stated that the BATeam literature searches
which take between two and three weeks, on the
average, should take a maximum of two weeks.
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• The internal consul tant (a representative of the
user organization wlio serves as the major contact
within the organizat ion for the BATeam) plays a
big role in any successful BATeam effort. A
number of characteristics of an effective con-
sultant were identifii-d. One major item is that
he should be fully compensated for his efforts so
that the BATeam can make demands regarding
performance and time commitments which would
be impossible if he were serving in a "volunteer"
capacity.
• The estimate of the significance of particular
types of transfer (e. g. , developed a new product,
accelerated the application of state-of-the-art in
biomedlcal procedures) varies substantially among
the groups participating in BATeam efforts. A
scale of significance was developed for each of the
groups, which could be used if measurement of
significance is desired in selecting cases for
documentation.
A Study of Gemini and Apollo Photography Users*
The purpose of this research task was to increase the know-
ledge of the characteristics of users and uses made of Gemini/Apollo
photographs which are distributed by the Technology Applications
Center (TAG) The research was designed to accomplish five specific
tasks:
• Identification of market segments
• Determination of how customers have used the
photographs received.
• Evaluation of the economic benefits derived
through the use of TAC-supplied Gemini/Apollo
photographs.
* Robert W. Joselyn, A Study of Gemini and Apollo Photography Usera.
Denver: University of Denver Research Institute, October, 1969.
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• Measurement of user satisfaction with the
quality of photographs and related TAC
services.
• Suggestions for the marketing of photographic
materials
The information was obtained through the use of a mail questionnaire. •
sent to more than 400 individuals who had ordered Gemini/Apollo • >
photographs from TAC.
The major findings of the study were-
• Almost half of the,,TAC customers are acade-
micians, primarily at the university level.
Industrial users involved in the oil, natural
gas, and mineral exploration industries
represent.the, second largest segment of
users.
• Individuals with disciplinary backgrounds in '
the earth sciences, primarily geology,
comprise ne'arly 70 percent of past Gemini/Apollo
photographic users. Among users there was a
general absence of individuals with disciplinary
•backgrounds in other technical areas, such as
engineering and the physical sciences.
• The quality of the photographic materials
distributed by TAC appears to be more than
adequate for the needs of present users.
• A sizeable portion of past customers think that
.the quantity and quality of supporting information
accompanying the photographs needs improvement
Some respondents thought that there were not
enough interpretive aids included.
• TAC's current promotional program lacks
balance The most significant avenue of'commu-
nication was through.advertisements in Geotimea
maga/.ine. Only personal contact ranked high as
an additional source of inquiry.
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• The frequency and voln tnu of additional orders
from past. TAC customers will be limited fay
the availability of new photographic coverage.
No substantial volume xliould be expected from
past users unless expanded coverage becomes
available
• Over 70'percent of the survey respondents
thought that the photographs were worth
more, than they cost in terms of the economic
and noneconomic benefits derived from their
use
Based on these findings the following suggestions were made1
• Expand the photographic coverage now', avail-
able To continue to serve the needs of pre-
sent customers, new photographic materials
will be required. To accomplish this,
Gemini/Apollo coverage might have to be
supplemented by additional photographs from
NASA and other government services.
• Deal with the market by class of user rather
than as a single entity
• Increase the effectiveness of the promotional
program by using communication channels
which will reach potential markets not
currently"using TAG photographs For
example, engineers have not been a signi-
ficant user group Advertisements in pro-
fessional journals such as Civil Engineering
and presentations at professional seminars
may lead to increasing utilization by new user
groups Articles by TAC staff strategically
placed in appropriate publications also could
increase awareness of application of the
photographs and of their availability.
• Increase and improve the data which accompanies
the photographs
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Technology Transfer Example Files
A new resource available for research and analysis is the
technology transfer example files. Thus far, transfers identified and
documented by PATT have largely come about through the Tech Brief-
Technical Support Package program. In November, PATT took respon-
sibility for the example files maintained at NASA headquarters During
the coming year, these files will be expanded by the addition of transfer
examples from other NASA-sponsored activities, such as BATeams
and the Regional Dissemination Centers, and from other sources out-
side TUD channels A system for analyzing and retrieving information
from these files has been developed and is Operational. The files serve
as a major data base in support of the various analytical activities
within PATT
Technology Transfer Library and Annotated Bibliography
The technology transfer library has been established for two
years, and currently contains more than 1,500 documents. A KWIC
(key work in context) index is available for retrieving documents from
the library. In addition to serving the needs of PATT staff members,
the library is intended for general use by researchers and others
interested in technology transfer.
Technology Transfer-A Selected Bibliography was published in
November 1968. An updated and partially annotated bibliography is in
process with publication scheduled for Spring 1970
Other PATT Activities
Theodore D. Browne and J Cordon Milliken presented papers
at the 6th Space Congress, Cocoa Beach, Florida, March 1969 The
two papers are:
Browne, Theodore D. "Secondary Uses of Aerospace Biomedical
Technology," In Proceedings. Sixth Space Congress, Cocoa
Beach, Florida. March 17. 18. 19. 1969. Volume I Lloyd E
Jones, III, editor. Cocoa Beach, Florida; Canaveral Council
of Technical Societies. 1969, pp 18-1/4
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Milliken, J Gordon "Man.iKi-ment Contributions of Space
Technology, An Analytical Rrpnrt . " in Proceedings, Sixth
Space Congress, Cocoa Beach. Florida, March 17, 18. 19,
1969, Volume I. Lloyd E Jon.-n, III, editor. Cocoa Beach,
Florida- Canaveral Council of Technical Societies, 1969,
pp 6-9/16
John S Gilmore presented a p.iper, "The User of Technological
Information: Target or Participant?" at the OST Seminar on Progress
in Scientific Publication, Washington, D C. , November 1969.
Dean C. Coddington reviewed key findings of PATT at a February
conference of Technology Utilization Officers held in Denver, and at an
August meeting of the directors of the six Regional Dissemination
Centers
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Bio-Instrumentation
Tech Briefs dcsi nbing bio-instrumentation technology developed
at the Ames Research Center are receiving significantly increased
attention by the scientific, and medical community. Three applications
illustrate some uses made of the technology by the more than 800 per-
sons requesting additional information from NASA:
• A research scientist in a major Northwest aerospace f i rm
is adopting Ames' subminiature biotelemetry units for a
local hospital. His purpose is to monitor cardiovascular
(EKG) readings of intensive care cardiac patients during the
critical post-attack period when 20 percent of heart failure
deaths occur.
• Utilizing Ames-designed biomedical circuitry, a medical
researcher at an Eastern government radiobiology labo-
ratory fabricated telemetry units for implantation in
research animals to determine radiation effects on their
temperature, EKG and other body functions. He found com-
mercial instrumentation both unreliable and expensive, and
by using NASA's information was able to reduce unit costs
from $650 to approximately $200.
• A biochemist in a Midwest university's college of medicine
is investigating heat production in adipose tissue, using
hibernating bats for the study. Because of the size of his
subjects, the subminiature telemetry units must weigh no
more than 7 grams, or about as much as two letter-sized
envelopes. He is actually designing for 5 grams. This
researcher estimates the TSP-denved information accounts
for 75 percent of his useful telemetry and describes the
Ames package as "right on the money" for his purposes.
Evaluation of Arc Suppression Techniques
The switching of inductively loaded circuits often causes inter-
ference in adjacent electronic equipment. Marsnall Space Flight Center
has evaluated various arc suppression methods to facilitate straight-
forward and consistent designs of circuits. A number of companies are
applying the information on arc suppression to product design with the
major benefit being higher quality in the newly designed products. An
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executive in a Michigan firm estimates that the NASA-developed data
saved the company $50, 000. The individual stated that the document
" . . . allowed me to make a correct decision when an incorrect evalua-
tion was being suggested . . . This information is very solid and
showed results that I would not have expected . . . " He had been seek-
ing the most effective suppression technique for a 60-volt coil in a high
apeed printer.
Electromotive Series for Metals
Information developed for the Marshall Space Flight Center on
an electromotive series established for 130 metals commonly used in
aerospace technology has proven to be a valuable reference source to
many companies:
• Availability of the electromotive series saved a California
firm approximately one man-year of research effort. Since
some of the firm's products are exposed to sea air, the
firm had undertaken a research program to develop data on
various metals. After receiving the NASA information it
was possible to stop further research in the area.
• A major computer manufacturer concerned with wear-life
potential of metals used in its products has used the NASA
information in its materials research activities. The infor-
mation has been a valuable reference tool and has saved the
company's New York division at least six months in research
time.
• A small Massachusetts firm used the NASA information to
increase Us production capabilities in "chemical milling. "
Information on densities and relative positions of various
metals in the electromotive series was used to increase the
firm's capability to perform new types of work. An
increase in sales of $20, 000 to $30, 000 was associated with
performance of the new work.
Aircraft Galley Refrigeration System
Under contract to NASA, the Carrett Corporation developed a
system which provided cooling and ventilation in protective clothing
worn by personnel handling toxic fuels at missile sites. The system
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was later incorporated into suits worn by Gemini astronauts during
their extra-vehicular activity. Thin same technique was also adapted
by Carrett to an aircraft galley refrigeration uystem which is self-
contained, requires no batteries or external power supplies, e l iminatm
mechanical maintenance and reducus fan and pump noises. In addition,
the use of a nitrogen atmosphere retards decav of food stuffs and the
operational costs are low. The a i rc ra f t refrigeration system, priced
at $4, 000 a unit, has been installed in 25 Boeing 737 aircraft and
additional sales and applications arc planned. In one air freight appli-
cation a grocery chain had vine-ripened Hawaiian pineapples flown to
California where they were immediately put on display. Within a few
weeks, pineapple sales for this grocery chain were up 40 percent
despite a price increase of 5# per pound.
New Firm Established on Basis of NASA Technology
One result of the Lewis Research Center contract with General
Dynamics Corporation for electric propulsion systems research was
the establishment of a new spin-off company. Maxwell Laboratories,
Inc., formed by three former General Dynamics employees in August,
1965. As a part of research related to electrical propulsion systems,
it was necessary to develop low impedance pulse lines for use with
plasma accelerators. It was recognized by Dr. Terence Gooding and
hia associates that energy storage capacitor technology was lagging,
and that there was an opportunity for significant technological advance-
ment. Dr. Gooding reported that the NASA contract, "exposed us to a
market that was not being served by the major companies in the capac-
itor field." Today, Maxwell Laboratories employs over ISO people,
including about 50 engineers. The company has expanded its product
line, and is engaged in systems engineering as well as component
manufacturing. Less than two-thirds of its business is related to the
government, and less than seven percent of its sales are to NASA.
Liquification of Natural Gas
A consulting engineer in St. Louis, Missouri, has designed a
new process for the liquification of natural gas which has potential
applications that could result in significant economic benefits to natural
gas suppliers and, by expanded imports, reduce a predicted shortage of
natural gas in this country in the next few years. This process, if
applied, would replace- the classical cascade procedure currently used
around the world, and could lower the unit cost of liquified gas from a
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oi {oT<-\t<n field sites. The developer o{ this tecVmiqiie esti-
mated that the overall capital investment of each field site could be
reduced by as much as $50 million and that a large portion of the
$40 million annual operating cost per site could be saved. NASA's
"Cryogenic Handbook" supplied information necessary to the design of'a
turbine pump to be used at the field site of the natural gas.
Although the designs are still under review, if the process
proves commercial, then substantial economic benefits could result
from this potential tranafe'r of NASA technology.
Solid Lubricant for Ball Bearings
The Lewis Research Center has developed a solid lubricant for
ball bearings that is effective in high temperatures (1, 000° - 1, 900 °F).
The lubricant can be applied to bearing cages, or cages can be fabri-
cated from self-lubricating composites consisting of porous, sintered
nickel-chromium alloy, impregnated with calcium fluoride-barium
fluoride eutectic filler. A major Midwestern corporation reports that
it saved from $75, 000 to $100, 000 in development costs and approxi-
mately one year in development time because of the availability of this
new technology. The specific application was in the development of
truck and aircraft turbines. This is of special significance since it
could simplify turbine designs and create more efficiency in their • "
operation.
Photo Receiver
A photo receiver developed for the Goddard Space Flight Center
by Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc., is being sold commercially.
The instrument's function is to provide a series of fifteen pictures per
day of the earth's cloud cover. These pictures record the extent, speed,
and direction of clouds, and therefore, can be used as a basis for
weather "forecasting. Cameras aboard the ESSA and NIMBUS meteoro-
logical satellites transmit the photographs to earth. Electro-Mechanical
Research, Inc. has sold over 20 of the units at a price range'of $5, 000
and $10,000 each. The U.S. Weather Bureau'is a customer and is
using the receivers for 24-hour monitoring of hurricanes.
Muscle Tremor Recorder
Medical researchers at St. Louis University have developed a
highly efficient mechanism for recording-muscle tremors and reflexes
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of neurological patients. Tlu; mechanism, called a muaclf. 0.1 cclcr-
ometer, incorporates an ultra-sensit ive pressure transducer developed
at Ames Research Center to measure the impact of micronu-luroids
against a space vehicle. The muscle accelerometer has enabled inves-
tigators to record even the slightest tremors'and has eliminated more
costly measurement techniques.
In a commercial application of the NASA-developed transducer,
an Eastern electronics f irm has designed an instrument for providing
highly accurate methods for measuring biological organism movements.
The instrument, known as a balhstocardiograph, is sufficiently sensi-
tive to measure the heart rate of a chick embryo after only three days
of incubation. The instrument has wide application in the study r! the
effects of drugs, chemicals, pesticides and environmental factors on
small animal life.
Cost Effectiveness
Unable to fund research himself, a small Midwestern manu-
facturer obtained from the Small Business Administration, through a
Regional Dissemination Center, a. group of 13 reports describing
state-of-the-art in temperature compensated crystal oscillators. He
was able through this assistance to improve his existing product, and
to have ready within six months two new product lines.
This small business firm president states: "Without the infor-
mation contained in (these) reports it could have taken at least an
additional year's work of an engineer at a cost of perhaps $15, 000.
But the main advantage is that we will have our new product in six
months instead of 1-1/2 to 2 years. Since this product has an anti-
cipated future sales of $100, 000 per year . . . we could be ahead by
as much as $200,000 in projected sales . . . NASA has contributed in
a direct way to the growth of our small business which will provide in
the future many very much needed jobs for people living on the Nez
, Perce Indian Reservation on which our plant is located. "
Cardiac and Lung Monitor
The Chief of Thoracic and Cardiac Surgery at a major Midwest
hospital, leading a research team of surgeons and biomedical engineers
.investigating pulmonary edema, has applied a research and clinic tool
developed for the Manned Spacecraft Center. Technically called an
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impedance plcthysmograph, developed originally to monitor cardiac
output, the device is being used by the team to measure impedance
changes in the cheat of patients suffering from fluid accumulation in
their lungs (pulmonary edema).
Measurement devices used formerly were cumbersome and
dysfunctional. The new instrument has greater stability, a consider-
ably better electrode design, and is significantly less expensive.
Primary clinical use, however, will be as an indicator warning of the
onset of edema, allowing immediate emergency treatment. Projected
applications of the device are to study blood flow in the bodily extremi-
ties, and for large scale patient monitoring.
Fluid Properties Handbook
The "Fluid Properties Handbook," prepared by Douglas Aircraft
Company under contract to Marshall Space Flight Center, is a single
source compilation of available physical property data pertaining to
helium, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. As has been the case with
several other handbooks, this one has generated a large number of
requests (578). The applications of the information are varied. A
West Coast aerospace company uses the handbook in the design of
coolers, sensors and other low-temperature systems. This firm also
uses the handbook in training new personnel. A New Jersey company
has found the handbook to be useful in calculation of density, specific
volume, heat, viscosity, entropy, and pressure for low-temperature
processes. According to a process engineer in the company, the hand-
book provides a single source of fluid properties for faster reference,
and it contains reliable data which aids in the correct design of equip-
ment. A Texas company which specializes in the design of flow meters
states that these meters would not be as accurate as they are without
the information contained in the handbook.
Inert-Gas Welding and Brazing Enclosure
The Communications Satellite Corporation, Washington, D.C.,
is incorporating the use of enclosures for inert-gas welding as described
in information received from the Lewis Research Center. According
to the supervisor of the mechanical shops, the Communication Satel-
lite Corporation is in the process of building a new research and devel-
opment laboratory and it will use the enclosures suggested by NASA in
conjunction with much of the inert-gas welding and brazing equipment.
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It is estimated that at least $2, 000 to $3, 000 will be budgeted for Ihc
enclosures. The supervisor dul not feel that he could estimate the
internal effectc of the enclosurm in terms of development savings or
efficiency, but he did state that t h i s type of technology "makes possible
the fabrication of parts that would be difficult or impossible to make
otherwise. "
Inorganic Paint
An inorganic paint suitable for coating satellites was developed
in 1964 at the Goddard Space Flight Center. The paint provided needed
protection for surfaces exposed to extreme environmental conditions at
very high and low temperatures, ultraviolet radiation, and particle
bombardment. A Tech Brief announcing an improved formulation of the
paint was released in 1965. Thus far, there have been more than
350 requests for additional information on the inorganic paint, and a
number of companies have successfully applied it. A Midwestern
company has an inorganic paint on the market and expects sales to
reach $500, 000 in 1969. A West Coast firm used information on
inorganic paints to perfect its own formulations for heat-resistant
coatings for racing cars. Even though the information on the NASA-
developed inorganic paint became available to this company as it was
nearmg completion of a two year development program, an executive
of the firm said that it provided some "tremendously helpful information
that enabled the firm to achieve a better product. " An East Coast firm
producing vacuum cleaners had a problem with deterioration of the
interiors of the vacuum cleaner tanks. Use of the inorganic paint to
the interior of the tanks ended the problems of rust and peeling and the
company realized considerable public relations value in having an
improved product.
Principles of Optical Data Processing Techniques
A scientist at the Goddard Space Flight Center has written a
basic handbook on the principles of optical data processing techniques.
The handbook is written for engineers and is designed to provide an
understanding of most state-of-the-art developments in the field of
optical data processing. Announced in Tech Brief 68-10069, there have
been over 750 requests for the document. Applications of the document
vary:
• A Southwestern aerospace company reviewed the document
to increase state-of-the-art knowledge of the subject, and
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it gave the research group confidence that they hail pract i -
cally exhausted the available literature in the field.
• The U.S. Patent Office added to its knowledge of the Hta te
of-the-art in optical data processing by reviewing th'r
Goddard publication as par.t of a search for an optimum
method of machine evaluation for processing new patent
applications. >
• A Massachusetts electronics firm, already in the optical
data processing field, has used the handbook to keep cur-
rent with the state-of-the-art and as a source of basic
data.
• A Ph.D. candidate in physics at an Eastern university used
the procedures outlined in the manual to achieve significant
time savings in setting up an experiment: The student
stated, "This single reference was more thorough than
data I>could have collected by reading an almost limitless
number of other documents. "
Simplified Method for Tensile Yield Strength Measures
Formerly, testing the tensile yield strength of various mate-
rials required many specimens. When the materials were expensive
to make, or when a lirhited'number were available, this was an
extremely costly procedure. To overcome this problem, a method for
measuring changes in tensile* yield strength using a minimum number
of specimens was developed at the Space Nuclear Propulsion Office.
This new method has wide application possibilities in materials testing
situations.
• Engineers employed in the research laboratory of a large
manufacturing f i rm utilized the method during one phase of
a project to develop new composite materials. Existing
test procedures were inadequate for composite materials
and the SNPO information was an important input to the
research project. The firm estimated that the availability
of this information enabled a reduction of research time on
the project for a saving of $8, 000 to $9, 000. '
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• A Midwe.ntcrn f i rm, which is a pr ime contractor for the
military, estimated that a considerable savings in both t ime
and materials would be realized when the new miHhod of
testing is ful ly implemented. The quality engineer ing
supervisor estimated that each complete test p ro f i l e would
cost from $10, 000 to $15, 000 less if the number of speci-
mens per test run could be reduced from ZOO to 1 as
anticipated.
• A small, independent Midwes'tern consulting f i rm has
incorporated the new testing method into its array of testing
techniques. The firm's president estimated that one man-
month of professional effort was saved by usm'g the new-
methods.
Nondestructive Testing Handbook
One approach to nondestructive testing (NOT) has been to use
electrical field eddy current patterns to detect flaws and defects in
metals. Because of the success of this approach, a great deal of
interest has been shown in.nondestructive testing techniques. Employees'
lack of familiarity with NDT, however, has prevented a full util ization
of the techniques. To solve this problem, the Convair Division of
General Dynamics developed a set of programmed instructional hand-
•books to aid in-the training of personnel involved in nondestructive
testing. Since the availability of the 700 page, 3-volume set on non-
destructive testing handbooks was announced by the Marshall Space
Flight Center in Tech Brief 67-10374, there have been more than
170 requests for copies. Most of the actual applications have been for
in-plant training of technicians. One firm has adopted eddy current
testing because the NASA information on the subject convinced them
that it was worth the move.
Nondestructive Test for Identifying Metals
North American Aviation, under contract to the Manned Space-
craft Center, developed a simple technique for identifying various,
metals without destruction of a sample of the metal. The basic tech-
nique used was to measure the characteristic potential difference
produced by galvanic reaction between a reference electrode and the
test metal, using a drop of water as an electrolyte. A Northwestern
company has used the technique to sort and classify scrap metal
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received from customers for reprocessing. Previously, classification
of scrap metal was dependent upon extensive and time consuming tests
run in the f irm's chemistry laboratory. By using the nondestructive
technique developed for NASA, the company was able to save substantial
sums of money and to reduce the time required to classify scrap.
Contamination Control
Developed by the Sandia Corporation for the Marshall Space
Flight Center, the "Contamination Control Handbook" has been success-
fully applied by many firms and institutions.
Three of the more than 1. 000 requesters of this Tech Brief during
1969 report the following:
• The Southwestern computer division of a major electronics
corporation is using the handbook to develop corporate
contamination control standards. It may also find company
use as a classroom instruction manual.
• An instrument engineer at an Air Force missiles and
advanced aircraft site has significantly raised contamination
standards for preservation of guidance control units as a
result of applying the TSP information. The handbook is
used elsewhere on the site as a training manual, and for
presenting the coordinated, improved procedures to higher
echelons. He describes the handbook as "extremely
valuable . . . today the instruments work better, last longer,
and have a higher reliability; a definite benefit to the Air
Force."
• A director of laboratories at a suburban Chicago hospital
is using the handbook as a reference source for his speeches
at professional meetings and his articles. He claims that
nationwide savings by hospitals resulting from this infor-
mation amount to many hundreds of hours and tens of
thousands of dollars, and also believes its use resulted in
better protection for hospital workers, better patient care,
and shorter confinement.
II
II
Liquid Crystals
A Houston, Texas, high xchool student has made novel and
important use of a Lewis Researi-h Center Tech Brief, titled "Liquid
Crystals Detect Voids in Fiberglass Laminates." Experimenting with
this technique for pinpointing voids and poor bond lines in fiberglass
laminates for her Science Fair project, she extended the technique to
include testing of aluminum and titanium alloys. Three of the nation's
largest aerospace firms send her defective parts for test and analysis,
following which she sends the companies a report. She has received
awards from NASA, the Army and Air Force for her contributions,
which she attributes significantly to the Tech Brief.
The process has also received considerable attention front the
trade press, a major wallboard manufacturer, a major electronics
firm, a major helicopter company and other industrial sources.
Industrial Monitoring System
Spacecraft, Inc., of Greenville, South Carolina, has developed
an industrial monitoring system which electronically senses the fre-
quency of the shuttle used in looms in the textile industry. The company
applied expertise gained through participation in a NASA contract to
the development of this monitoring system. The contribution of NASA
technology is found primarily in the design of printed circuit boards
used in the instrumentation logic circuits of the overall system. The
printed circuit boards are nearly Identical to the ones developed for
NASA when Space Craft personnel were employees at Huntsville, and
similar boards were developed under more recent NASA contracts with
Space Craft. A number of these systems have been sold to textile
manufacturers in the price range of $65, 000 to $100. 000 per unit.
Increases in efficiency have been achieved in every case and vary
from 1 to 6 percent. The, resulting savings have more than paid for
the system at each location.
Vis-A-Plan Management Technique
One of the best known aerospace management procedures is the
Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT). The usefulness of
PERT, however, has been limited to the management of very large
enterprises. A management specialist, while working on a contract
for the Kennedy Space Center, developed a visual display technique
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which reduced the. complexities of PERT analysis. This techniques
known ,as Vis-A-Plan, was used for scheduling ground support activities
at Cape Kennedy. Since that time there have been a number of apphca- -
tions of this technique. A Midwest company is using Vis-A-Plan,as>a '
"tool that we trust. " Vis-A-Plan resulted in a 10 to 20 percent improve-
ment in elapsed time and 10 percent cost reduction on engineering pro-
jects. A university in the Mountain States is using the technique to
schedule a senior engineering project. A Kansas firm has used this
technique in its new product development program.
University of Denver
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QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE NASA TECHNICAL SUPPORT PACKAGE
We would greatly appreciate your help in providing ihe in Tor
matton requested in this questionnaire I) will be,of<vulue to
NASA personnel responsible for the Technology Utilisation
Program Please answer by checking appropriate boxes
I How did you first] learn about the availability of the
NASA Technical Support Package (TSP) referred to in the
cover letter'
D From an engineer, scientist, or manager in my own
organization
D From a librarian in my organization
D From a person outside of my organization
O Read about this TSP in a trade publication
Q Read obout it in i professional journal
D Read a NASA Tech Brief announcing this TSP
D Other (specify)
If you first learned about the TSP in a NASA Tech Brief,
how did you acquire the Tech Brief?
D Did not learn about TSP in a Tech Brief
D Received the Tech Brief directly from NASA
D Received the Tech Brief as part of internal distribu-
tion within my organization
D Received it from someone outside of my organization
D Other (specify) '. 1_
What was your most important reason for ordering this
particular TSP7
O To keep abreast of developments in my fleld(s) of
interest
D To assist in solving a specific problem or in getting the
most up-to-date answer to a particular question
D To assist others in my organization in their research
and development activities
O Other (specify)
What is your estimate of the number of hours you and
other members of your organization spent in reviewing,
studying or applying information contained m the TSP
you ordered7
5 At which of these levels of scientific or technical develop-
ment were you working when you requested the TSP?
D Acquiring a scientific understanding of nature (basic
research)
O Demonstrating u new technical capability on u labo-
ratory basis
O Applying new technical capability to a full-scale
prototype (field trial)
O Putting new technology to its first operational use
D Other (specify)
6 What was your primary use of the information m the TSP?
D To hclptsolve a specific technical problem
O Passed u along to someone else for possible use
D Reviewed and filed U for future reference
O Discarded it
D Other (specify)
7. If you used the TSP for problem solving, how important
was it in the solution of that problem?
D Did not use it for solving a technical problem
O Not important at all (irrelevant, not applicable)
D Slightly important (less than 5% input to problem
solution)
Q Moderately important (about 5% to 14% Input to
solution)
O Quite important (15% to 49% input to solution)
D Crucial (50% or greater input to solution)
8 If any beneficial result (i) followed from your use of the
TSP,*please indicate which one(s).
D No beneficial results I can think of
D Kept me abreast of developments in my field(s) of
Interest
O Stimulated baste and applied research
O Developed new pruccssfei) or lccnnique(s)
D Improved existing precedes) or techniquc(s)
D Developed new product's)
O Improved existing product(i)
Q Reduced operating costs,
Q Saved lime, manliours
Q Increased sales
O Other (specify)
(Continued an Rncm SU»
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9 If you experienced any probtem(s) in trymg to use Infor-
mation in ihe TSP, please indicate which one(i)
O No difficulties I cin think of
D Patent clearance too complicated
D Technology m TSP was not well enough developed for
my purposes
D Insufficient information to TSP
Q Incorrect information tn TSP
D Unusually long delay in obtaining the TSP
O Excessive adaptation costs
D Other (specify) __
10 Please rate the information contained m the particular
TSP you ordered In terms of each of the seu of words
below. Make a check mark (f^) in the appropriate space
for tach parr of words. [Do not omit any of the items and
place only one check mark on any one set of words J
TSP RATING
important^' • unimportant
old '_new
complete • • incomplete
unclear -
 —
 dear
unusual_ ' . _usual
relevant • irrelevant
helpful
 —
 / unhelpful
superior . : inferior
useless _• • •_uieful
poor reproduction
 —
: good reproduction
11 What type of an orgamution do you work foi (check only
one)?
Q A manufacturing organization (e.g , electrical mach-
inery, testing instruments, transportation equipment)
D A service organization (e.g, education, retail tales,
business consulting, medical services, research)
D A government agency (e.g , Federal, state, local)
D Self-employed
Q Other (please specify)
12. How large is the organization for which you work?
O Self-employed
O I to 5 employees
D 6 to 49 employees
D 50 to 499 employees
O 500 to 999 employees
O 1 WO lo 4.999 employees
O 5,000 to 9,999 employees
D 10,000 employees or more
13. Please check the appropriate category for your annual
income level.
O Less than $12,500
O $12,50010119,999
O $20,000 or more
14 What Is your prtmay job (check only one)?
O Engineer
O Scientist
D Manager, Supervisor
Q Technician
D Librarian
O Other (please specify):
15 What b the highest completed level of your formal
schooling?
D Less than a bachelor's degree
Q 8-A., B.S.. or equivalent
O M A, Mi, or equivalent
Q PhD or equivalent
D Other (please speedy)
, I
16 Do some of your responses contain proprietary informa-
tion' If yes, please indicate which ones No information
which you identify as proprietary win be associated with
you or your organization
O Yes (specify)-
No
Your Nanw_ Your Title-. Today's Date
Please return completed questionnaire to
Inrfl"*'|p1 Economics OivMon, i&PQ
Ur*eniryofDrom
Denver. Colorado 80] 10
